Notification for declaration of Results of written tests for different posts

Roll Number wise results of candidates appeared for written test conducted on 29th February, 2020 (Saturday) and 01st March, 2020 (Sunday), as applicable, for the following posts are declared as appended:-

1. Section Officer
2. Assistant
3. Professional Assistant
4. Library Pandit
5. Curator

As per the Scheme of Examination, Descriptive Test i.e. Paper-2 has been evaluated of those candidates, who have qualified the Objective Test i.e. Paper-1. As approved by the Board of Management, Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan (Deemed University), (now Executive Council, Central Sanskrit University, Delhi), minimum marks (in each paper) in written test for all candidates in common have been fixed to 40%.

Candidates qualified in written tests will be intimated about the schedule of interview/skill test in due course, wherever applicable.

Date: 28-09-2020

Sd/-

REGISTRAR